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Natura 2000 sites included in the ARCOS project
Site location C3-BERRIA

Coordinator partner

AMPUERO

Beneficiary partners

Ecología Litoral sl

Información de la ZEC extraída de la base de datos Red Natura 2000 proporcionada por la Agencia Europea de Medio Ambiente
https://www.eea.europa.eu/ds_resolveuid/5e808111dc8447b79f515c1ffcfbf95c
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The presence of a line of
beachfront apartments has made
it necessary to install some sand
catchers here to prevent it from
advancing inward.

Detailed monitoring: It shall involve studying the evolution of the
vegetation cover through a transect running perpendicular to the
beach line, located on its western end (see details). Also, on that point
a monitoring plot has been established to study the evolution of the
plantations and the persistence of invasive alien species.

C4 - FENCING
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In addition, some monitoring plots have been established to assess the
success of the plantations over time.
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Planting of 22,000 marram grass and sand couch plants, and 70
units of other species (Achillea maritima, Glaucium flavum, Artemisia
maritima, Medicago marina, etc.).
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C5, C6 - RECOVERY OF THE VEGETATION COVER AND
BIODIVERSITY INCREASE
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General monitoring: Throughout the dune system, a total of 18
points have been established from where photographs will be taken to
assess the condition of the fencing (B1-B13), the inflow of sand (B11),
the evolution of the plantations (B3, B5, B6, B7 and B13), the (B13)
proliferation of invasive alien species and the condition of the signs.
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Fences made of wooden posts and sailor rope have been installed,
as well as short sections of plastic mesh to protect the dune fronts,
the plantations and control access. 1,733 m installed.

Habitat 2120

This situation has reverted and since 2014 the sedimentation and
growing process of the dune front offers positive results.

MONITORING ACTIONS

They have only been installed in front of beachfront apartments,
along around 117 m.

Habitat 2110

Despite the fact that sediment accretion processes have predominated
over erosive ones, in the period from 2007 to 2014 there was an average
retreat of about 13 m. Behind this retreat are several consecutive episodes
of sea storms, which destabilized the dune front on several occasions.
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C2- REMOVAL OF INVASIVE ALIEN SPECIES

C3 - INSTALLATION OF SAND CATCHERS
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This area has not required the removal of non-native trees.
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C1 - REMOVAL OF NON-NATIVE TREES

The invasive alien species have been removed and controlled in most
of the dune system (5.6 ha) (evening primrose, horseweed, African
daisy, cat’s claw, etc.).

Images © National Geographic Institute of Spain: B-series American flight and orthophoto PNOA 2017

ACCIONES DE CONSERVACIÓN
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Action plan with proposal of fencing, removal of invasive species
and planting.
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The Berria dune system is one of the 4 Cantabrian dune fields, from
among the 10 fields studied, that have experienced significant growth;
with their wind fronts having advanced more than 20 m since 1957.
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A4 - DEVELOPMENT OF ACTION PLANS
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A3- HISTORICAL EVOLUTION, DYNAMICS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The evolution of the dune system from the 1950s was studied to learn
about its sedimentation dynamics and propose actions.
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No plants were collected in this dune area. The species that were
used are from other Cantabrian dune systems.

The protection and revegetation actions have made it
possible to restore the natural value of the dune and
protect if from future floods.
The removal of the invasive alien species has been key to
recover the ecological value of the area.
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A1, A2 - GERMPLASM COLLECTION AND CULTIVATION
PROTOCOLS

EVOLUTION OF THE DUNE SYSTEM
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF THE BERRIA DUNE SYSTEM
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FINAL SITUATION
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CURRENT OUTLOOK OF THE AREA

EVOLUTION OF THE AREA
In order to be able to protect the Berria dune systems, first of all, fencing
was installed on the fronts (1), which has made it possible for the
plantations to develop properly and has also favored the accumulation
of sand (2), as is evidenced by the buried posts (red lines on 1 and 2).
The climbing dune next to the Brusco was also fully enclosed. Some sand
catchers have been installed (3), which has also helped to reconstruct
the dune front and stop its inward entry at some points (4). Also, every
year the invasive alien species of the dune set were controlled and it
was later revegetated (6, 7) with some structural dune species, such as
sand couch-grass and marram grass, in addition to supplementing these
plantations with threatened dune species. .
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ADDRESSED THREATS
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The Berria dune system is affected in summer time by a lot of people
passing through to the beach, which makes it necessary to take some
protective measures to minimize the fragmentation of the dune due to
excessive treading.
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The natural erosive processes, as a result of the progressive rise of the
sea level and the increasing frequency of heavy swells, have caused the
deterioration of the dune front at several points. We must add to this
the loss of biodiversity caused by the increase in the number of and area
occupied by invasive alien species, which displace the species proper to
the dune habitat.

OUTSTANDING ACTIONS
The deterioration of some sections of the Berria dune system (6) has made
it necessary to take specific action for their recovery. The existing invasive
alien flora has been removed, protective fencing has been installed and
the dune front has been revegetated with sand couch-grass (Elytrigia
juncea subsp. boreoatlantica) and marram grass (Ammophila arenaria
subsp. arundinacea). The result (7) of these actions is particularly visible
at points such as this one, on the eastern end of the beach.
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The planting to increase biodiversity (8) has been equally successful
in Berria. Coastal medick (Medicago marina), included in the Regional
Catalogue of Threatened Species in Cantabria under the “In danger of
extinction” category, is an example. It flowered a year after being planted.
Thanks to the installation of hunting mesh and post-rope fencing, the access
to the beach has been organized more effectively. Some erosive paths
(9 arrows) were closed and now they are quickly recovering (5 arrows).
The development of several voluntary work activities with organizations
such as AMPROS, SERCA and AMICA has contributed to the control of the
invasive alien species. The NACAR (Nature and Prison) program (10) has
enabled the integration of some prisoners from the El Dueso penitentiary
into these activities. These prisoners have also taken part in talks which
provided information about the ecological value of the protected area.
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PROPOSAL OF FUTURE ACTION FOR
THE AREA
The organ that manages the protected area proposes, for the future, the
following periodic actions:
(1) Annual check and repair of all the fencing.
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(4) Reinforcement planting of threatened
species in these places
(5) Reinforcement with structural species
and (6) volunteer work activities

(2) Annual campaign to control invasive species throughout the area.
(3) Data collection from the simplified follow-up cards.
(4) Reinforcement with plants of threatened species.
(5) Planting of structural species.
(6) Volunteer work activities, removal of invasive species.
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